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first year of publication by celebrating with a party given in her honor by 
publisher-editor Dick Wilson, Jr. at the News-Letter Offices, Empress Publi
cations Building, in Richmond Hill, NY. Sunday afternoon, on the third floor 
of the building, amidst presses, files, stf morgue and sundry scattered items 
of forgotten lore, those fortunate enough to be connected with the paper, fore 
gathered. Staff members, correspondents and subscribers, not to mention the 
voluminous staff of editors ranging from Editor-in-Chief TTilsen all the way 
down to Marine and Shipping Editor Kornbluth, cams*, from high and low to attend 
the ceremonials• .Conspicuous by his absence was Borough President Harvey ef 
Queens, which absence, it is thought may have serious repercussions in cer
tain circles. The fact that messages frem President Roosevelt and ether high 
dignataries were not received was put down to laxness in the telegraph' bureaus 
rather than any oversight »n the part of these persons.

Meng the staff of the SEND expected t^ show up were Music Editor Gillespie 
Lashington Correspondent Speer, Police and Fire News Editor Lowndes, Moseev; 
correspondent Pohl, Real Estate Editor Michel, Church News Ed’itcr Wellheim, 
’Roman’s Page Editor, Peggy Gillespie and others. Unlike ether papers, "Nell” 
has no obituary Editor for it is well known that GhuGhuists have never died 
and since virtually every one worth mentioning is a GhuGhuist, why bother with 
other deaths?

DEPARTMENT CF STRAY WAIFS, ABANDONED HOPES AND EXI-'LOPED IDEAS
S.F.N.L. Dec. 4, 1937, Vol. 1, Re. page 1, Editorial quote "This 

content may range from......news items and opinions one weeks, tc a short 
story taking up the whole issue the next.

"Comments, of course, will be treated with the respect due them."
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THE SLEEPING GIANT OF RICHMOND HILL
Dick Wilsen is an odd chap# He hardly says an'/thing# You never really 

know what he thinks# You think you know but that doubt lingers. He s always
• around, tall, smiling enigmatically, slow to comment and scaring of his words, 
looking as JBLI described -him "A dry brown, mop taking n*tes *# All, but what 
really goes on in that head, what strange thoughts link up in the deep deep 
channels of that mind? A vast reserve of untapped energy lies hidden there, 
each week a bit of it shines forth in his News-Letter, a spark here and there 
of thunderous sarcasm, of biting laconic remark# Observing, for one instance, 
for weeks on end the- gyrations and prevarications of a trans-Hudsonian indiv
idual, listening and reading his copious outpoutings, without any outward 
signs cf perturbation of other indication of his thoughts, finally Wilson 
thunders forth one week in SFNL the shattering remark "Mr. Moskowitz is a 
liar#" What more need be said! The case was closed# The conclusion arrived at, 
the verdict rendered# Such are the potentialities of that brooding collosus 
of the press. Well may:fans tremble# Some day Wilson may make up-his mind! 
Some.day he may reach a final conclusion! On that day science-fiction will 
wake up to find a new and more stupendous phenomenon facing it#; They thought 
Wollheim fierce, they found the hate of a Sykora terrifying, but wait#.#.#., 
when the sleeping giant of Richmond Hill awakens, when Dick Wilson rises in 
his might and strides forth, his eyes blazing and breathing forth fire,.then 
will science-fiction really meet its FATE#

!

THE TRUTH AT LAST (Mudskwitz in August SFF)
"Re the News-Letter# At the beginning of the year it looked like the real 

thing. A weekly fan magazine containing only news of fandom# However the 
bitter truth soon resolved itself# Th''- editor was more interested in Movies, 
Cartoon Books, Plays, Radio Skits# "

AGONY COLUMN
Darling Nell—
A trembling suitor, hat in hand, we stand here, waiting to tell you that, 
although Moskowitz hates you, Taurasi leatheg you, Sykora despises you, 
Philly thinks'you-are flies in its soup— We Woves Ypu#

___ ~~ _ Vance
Nell:
Be#mine & I will save U from fhose Awful Reds# Think of Ur reputation# 
Beware of Vance# I am net a fascist# __ — Juffus#__________ ____________
Vance: Challenge for milady*s*hand. Name y»tur weapons#--Juffus 
Juffus: Buck Rogers pi st •Is at ten paces# - Vance ___

, TESTIMONIAL - (Mudskwitz again still in August SFF) f.
".There is one imposter, Dick Wilsen Jr###. Could that dither-brained Jr write 

such marvelous stuff as my last columns?? The enly thing he*s good for is to 
tell Taurasi how had his illustrations are, and t» pan a better paper than his 
own—_____ Yes? Compare my beautiful articulate style as compared with WilserJs
bungling narrations#"

FAMOUS LAST WORDS

OTHER FAN MAGS CUT THE PAST NEEK
SFNL^*52*&*53.................... *.......... ..


